DD13/15/16 ENGINES PROVIDE THE POWER FOR CLOSE TO A HALF MILLION TRUCKS ON THE ROAD TODAY. YOU NEED A SUPPLIER THAT OFFERS ALL OF THE ESSENTIAL FILTERS FOR THIS VERY POPULAR ENGINE.

Luber-finer has a full line of Detroit Diesel filtration solutions including Lube, Fuel and Coolant filters that fit all heavy duty DD engine variations.

SEE OTHER SIDE FOR PRODUCT DETAILS
THESE DD13/15/16 FILTERS ARE AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE ORDERS:

LP5090A LUBE FILTER
- Engineered natural/synthetic media provides superior filtration
- Meets or exceeds OE performance specs for capacity, efficiency and restriction

OE#:
- Detroit Diesel A4721800109

CROSSES TO:
- Baldwin P7505
- Donaldson P551005
- Fleetguard LF17511

L5014 FUEL FILTER KIT (2013-CURRENT ENGINES)
- Water separation meets OE spec at 99.7% water removal
- Meets or exceeds OE requirements for initial restriction, capacity and efficiency

OE#:
- Mercedes A4720900451, A4720900451

CROSSES TO:
- Baldwin PF9908 KIT
- Donaldson P551063
- Fleetguard FK13834
- Mahle KX276/5
- Wix WF10103

L5091F FUEL FILTER KIT (PRE-2013 ENGINES)
- Water separation meets OE spec at 99.6% water removal
- Meets or exceeds OE requirements for initial restriction, capacity and efficiency

OE#:
- Detroit Diesel A0000904251

CROSSES TO:
- Baldwin PF9906 KIT
- Donaldson P550954
- Fleetguard FK48003
- Parker PFF67555
- Wix 33849

L9915 – FUEL WATER SEPARATOR/COALESKER
- Synthetic media for longer life
- Special indicator label for easy filter life assessment

OE#:
- Davco 482 Fuel Pro Series ABPN10GFS19915

CROSSES TO:
- Baldwin PF9804
- Donaldson P551011
- Fleetguard FS19915
- Wix 33655

LW4076XL – CARTRIDGE COOLANT FILTER
- Enhanced media for extended change interval
- New, unique “ring-top” design for easy installation and removal

OE#:
- Detroit Diesel A4722030255

CROSSES TO:
- Baldwin P5092
- Donaldson P551008
- Fleetguard WF2187
- Wix 24155

IN STOCK AND READY FOR SHIPMENT